Blackbirds to Quit Garden; DA Hogan Continues Hunt

LATE BULLETIN

Long Island University authorities announced late last night that all the University's remaining game at Madison Square Garden was being cancelled. The "fix" exposure of three of the Blackbird's stars was given as the reason. It was also announced that all other intercollegiate athletics were being cancelled.

LIU's first scheduled game of the season was to be played Thursday night against Cincinnatti. The Beavers were to meet Lafayette in the opening game. The Garden has not announced a substitute for the LIU contest as yet.

District Attorney Hogan's neat continued hauling them in yesterday. The latest catch included three LIU stars—Sherman White, Leroy Smith and Captain Dolph Bigos—who are accused of accepting bribes in payment for tampering with the point spread in seven games over the past two years.

This brougth to sight the number of Met bookies who have been rounded up. Reports have been circulating that the net is still working and that further revelations are in store.

The LIU stars are accused of collecting close to $10,000 for their activities during the North Carolina State, Cincinnati and Syracuse games last season and the Kansas State, Denver, Idaho and Bowling Green contests this season. The NCS, Cincinnati and Syracuse games were dumped, but while they are accused of merely shaving the points to coincide with instructions in the others.

The trio worked hand-in-hand with the former LIU-star Eddy and the Bowling Green and Kent State elements and had begged witnesses to report any questionable offers.

Early today the authorities at the Pearl Street school announced that all four students have been suspended. Bail was set at $12,000 each by Chief Magistrate John M. Murphy. A hearing is planned for March 2.

D. A. Hogan spent all day night grappling the L. I. U. ballplayers. Bigos was the first to break down with White and Smith quickly following. By 1 A.M. all had made confessions.

The Auschwitz D. A. continues hauling them in.

Lafayette to Roar Into Garden Tomorrow Night

Reports from Easton, Pa. say that the Lafayette Leopards are still aching. Several days ago they would have welcomed entrance into the Garden with open arms. The Lafayette Leopards are rostering for a student to become the President of the Student Faculty Council, included with this story.

The sudden turn of events has made them swagger. Coach Ray Stanley's men are expecting their first victory over City in many years. Leading the Leopards into the Garden will be Captain George Davison, a 6-foot fellow, who was credited with the victory over City last year with 233 points, and Barry Love, a 6-foot skillful rebounder.

The Leopards present an all star-studded squad. In addition to Love and Davison who are Juniors—Sher, Carril and Gartman—ten in.

NAACP Will Protest Acts

Mr. White, director of the Harlem chapter of the NAACP, spoke before the College George Davison, a 6-foot fellow, who was credited with the victory over City last year with 233 points, and Barry Love, a 6-foot skillful rebounder.
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I am opposed to crooked collegians, of course, so as soon as business began, DA Hogan started cracking on them. Of course, Noah got the word that the pig was up a long time ago, I went to his office to shake his hand. But he ignored me when I went humbly to his den. He did not want to see me. They said he was busy.

The usual me very much because my conception of a public served is that it is one's duty to see the people at all times to shake hands. My faith is a bit shaken.

Hogan made me close into the den of this District Attorney.

DA Hogan is a big man now. To him will go all the glory of cracking a stock of crooks—of disbanding—of bringing them to justice. Of course, the public eye crows and it reads eagerly the kind of copy that the Met papers let loose when their duty dramas unfold. The DA will be ready to run for a big political office soon. The DA will be thinking he will make a fine governor some day. But young Tom Davy does not think so.

I see the hat whirling into the ring behind the closed door of his mind. This chasie of crooked collegians is spring emotions. But I am not the New York editor, and I would report the story. Young Tom went a long way on the prominence he gained during his crime-busting days. Certainly not further than Frelinghuysen will go.

Hogan handled the break of this case like an adroit public agent. All day Saturday he kept sending out bulletins releasing the stench percolating, increasing the tension, building up the public—the public and the then the pits of it: we got the goods on the Cinderella club. CNNY! Hail them up!!! He played his cards superbly. He cracked the fires all the while. If he had been operating in the Southland, some of the more impressionable natives might have organized a lynching party.

Hogan sat in the cabaret's seat, directing operations. He had twenty good detectives, and they were like to be a month. Then when the boys were close in they probe the kids for 14 hours, with the white heat cop use when probing and the intense glare of the grim police power. DA Hogan, the great inquisitor!

I am very impressed with the way they detail twenty detectives looks like a hundred. Why don't you send out twenty detectives to hunt the gambling-folk who put out the bait that draws the gamblers around town and so few dumping ballplayers. Walking Satler and his band have already detectives to track down the collegians. Why don't they send out twenty

A lynching party. Have we heard of the way DA Hogan cracked the biggest fixing fiasco since the state capitol building or one of the other hangouts of the politicians. But I am suspicious of him. I will not think he is such a noble giant until he goes gambler-hunting. I am sorry I bothered him.

He was in the Army Hall*.

* "Psycho Panel"

I go to the Cancer Fund. Jerry Satler and his band have already engaged to provide the captivating rhythms for all those. In addition, the co-sponsors have decided that again this year the state capital building or one of the other hangouts of the politicians. But 1 am suspicious of him. I will not think he is such a noble giant until he goes gambler-hunting. I am sorry I bothered him.

Correction . . .

In reference to the statement made in the February 28 edition of O. P. that the City College House Plan came out against the suspension from school of Ed. Roman, Ed. Warner and Al Roth, we wish to state that no such statement has been made. The authorized group or member of the group which represented the members of House Plan.

The statement reflected merely the personal opinion of the authentic members of the Managing Board and is in no way to be considered as an opinion of the members of House Plan as a body.

The Three

You're great ball players, all three of you, and I love you for it. You were a pleasure to watch. Like the Saddler Weils Bat Company. Looks like you'll do big in the future.

We gave you names ... Goose, Pops, Fats. We loved you.

I didn't love you for your integrity, for the fact that you didn't beat up your mother's for beer money Sunday nights, for the fact that you didn't wash your ball handling, or the fact that you didn't milk.

I loved you because you could take that round leather ball and do things with it that no one else could do better, and you proved it. That's all you had to do for me and you did it. You were the Three.

I'll always love you for that, even if sometimes you didn't everything you could have with that round leather ball.

But even though you shot off your feathers, and my arm at your skill becomes a weird, understandable pride.
Questions

OP is opposed to current campaigns for the reinstatement of the three CCNY players involved in the hit-and-run scandal.

To say that no more harm can come from their reinstatement is to forget public opinion; in whose eyes CCNY has already been defamed.

To think of the welfare of the three players is to forget that the welfare of 33 thousand students is at stake; something they forget about when they took the fines.

To attribute their actions to immaturity is to forget that it was before this season.

To lay part of the blame on society is good, but does not detract from the major part of the blame which rests on them.

Instead of wasting our energies for them, let's do something about maintaining basketball the great sport that it was before this season.

How about that Metropolitan Basketball Conference suggested by Bobby Sand not long ago? It's about time we took our assistant Basketball Coach seriously. Will taking the game out of Madison Square Garden means that Should vacation basketball in the Catskills be eliminated? These are the questions which must be answered by mature, unemotional deliberation.

The individuals are now under jurisdiction of the courts and justice. It is for us to worry about the school and the game.

On Extra-Curries

This Thursday a well known patient will undergo operation in Townsend Harris Hall. Well known, but not well liked. From where Observation Post is looking more than half the student body is anticipating a wake or uncoupling.

The patient is our extra-curricular activity program. Tales are the doctors. Figures on club memberships, AA Card war, that "the combined too," are found among students. "College history," it can effect association and on the campus. There is out to the other side.

No accurate, the experiment in 1939, but the doctorate in 1941, he got his masters and doctorate at the Univ. of Wisconsin and is now a research biochemist for the Veterans Administration in Ohio.

"Even if 20 to 30 see the world under a black cloud," Martin Kieszer put down. As for his colleagues the hit-and-run that he would at best be a "second-rate commercial artist" it he got through the war. Today he is an advertising executive, although a "rich dictator ship" throughout the world.

This was not the first, nor the last prediction. As for the "Lowly Mead" from "Cox and Box" the latter was made with the understanding that a hit-and-run is not sufficient to make up for the lack of cleverness because this would be enough to make a name for the group.

The girls' chorus was not left out of the production. They donned a "costume" and sang "The Lovely Ladies" from "The Mikado," and "Then These Little Maidens" from "Lohengrin." The latter was made up sufficiently to make up for the lack of cleverness because these "girls made up for the lack.

The real heart-beath of the group is Alan Styler who is a "musician." This is very charming. Besides all this he has a pleasing voice and acting."
There has been wide and varied comment on the campus as to whether or not Ed Werner, Ed Roman and Al Roth should be expelled from the College. This is a serious problem, and deserves intelligent and pensive consideration. OP feels that individual opinions expressed by prominent students and faculty members of the College should be revealed to the student body.

Dramsoc is sponsoring a leaflet in the interest of the study body; it was formulated by the executive council of the Society. The council says, "This is the last chance to do something significant. It is too late now and we think it is up to us to do what we can to save them. It is all well and good to moralize and then to criticize."

But we think our job is to help them first."

In yesterday's issue of OP, it was stated that House Plan was against the suspension of the three players. This was a mistake inasmuch as it was not necessary to break the matter of the collective opinion of the society. The members of the Society are the Board of Directors and the Managers that released the statement. If our students have written letters to President Wright, which ends in part: "It is a personal opinion of all student members of the Board of Directors that society will not be furthered by the expulsion of Ed Werner, Ed Roman and Al Roth."

Professor Oscar Backvar, faculty adviser of Student Council, feels that we cannot completely excuse them, nor can we be concerned with their punishment. We should take some constructive steps to rehabilitate them."

The government believes that society should be more concerned. It made this statement. I did not with avoiding the recurrence of this situation rather than the actual punishment which he feels, "should be given to those who have done."

I am appalled at the extent to which basketball has become a big business. I still believe basketball is a game. The Faculty, the administration and the student body. I would like games at the Garden at the low-

Justice
With Mercy...

By Dave Weinstein:

The first wave of shock is over. In the calm that follows the suspension of the three players, the faculty, the administration and the student body is trying to come to grips with the reality of what has happened. The three boys operated on was rotten all the way through. They were in what was supposed to be a Garden of Eden, but it was a house of prostitution instead. Could we expect more through. They were in what was supposed to be a Garden of Eden, but it was a house of prostitution instead. Could we expect more...